Abstract-Inter-prediction based on block-based motion estimation (ME) is used in most video codecs. The closer the prediction to the target block, the lower the residual, and thus more efficient compression can be achieved. In this paper, a new technique called enhanced inter-prediction (EIP) is proposed to improve the prediction candidates using an additional transformation acting while performing ME. A parametric transformation acts within the coding loop of each block to modify the prediction for each motion vector candidate. The EIP is validated in the particular case of a single-parameter shifting transformation. This paper presents an efficient algorithm to compute the best shift for each prediction candidate and a model to select the optimal prediction based on minimum cost integrating the approach with existing rate-distortion optimization techniques in the H.264/AVC video codec. Results show significant improvements with an average of 6% bit-rate reduction compared to the original H.264/AVC.
I. Introduction

I
NTER-PREDICTION based on multiple reference frames and variable block size motion estimation (ME) is used in the state-of-the-art H.264/AVC standard [1] to achieve compression exploiting temporal redundancy. By means of a set of motion vectors (MVs), the encoder computes a prediction and calculates the residual difference with the original target. The residual is encoded instead of the original target resulting in a significantly smaller bitstream. The parameters needed to compute the inter-frame prediction also need to be encoded in the bitstream, included in what is referred to as motion information. We propose in this paper a novel framework to efficiently enhance this scheme, based on frame transformation of the prediction candidates. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A review of conventional frame transformation methods in video coding is illustrated in Section II. The proposed approach is introduced in Section III, where the shifting transformation (ST) is also introduced. An algorithm to find the optimal parameter per candidate is illustrated in Section IV. In Section V, the framework is integrated 
II. Frame Transformation in Video Coding
Several techniques have been proposed in the past to improve video coding based on frame transformation. In order to enhance the motion-compensated (MC) prediction, sub-pel ME based on reference frame interpolation [2] has been successfully implemented in the context of inter-prediction. Despite requiring larger motion information to transmit fractional MV components, sub-pel techniques achieve higher compressions due to smaller residuals that need less bits to be encoded. Sub-pel prediction is included in several standards, including the H.264/AVC [3] , which uses up to quarter-pel interpolation.
A technique that aims at improving inter-prediction by transforming the reference frame is global ME [4] . In this method, a new reference frame is created using previously encoded frames and the motion of these frames. This new frame is then added to the list of possible references for the current frame. A similar approach is used in the advanced simple profile of the MPEG-4 Part 2 [5] . Also, a work on luminance transform of the reference was proposed [6] as an alternative to ME, exclusively applied to blocks where conventional ME is unsatisfactory. Pixel transformation via multiplying coefficients was also proposed [7] specifically to improve compression in static scene changes.
Weighted prediction (WP) has been extensively investigated to improve MC prediction, officially included in the H.264/AVC. The standard allows two WP modes: implicit (used mainly to improve biprediction) and explicit (used mainly to compensate fade-to-black transitions) [8] . When using WP, the references used for ME for a frame are transformed, using a weighting factor and additive offset. In explicit mode, these parameters are computed at the encoder side for each reference, depending on such reference and the current frame [mainly, least mean square is used and implemented in the H.264/AVC Joint Model (JM) reference software [9] ]. The parameters are then transmitted in the slice header and used at the decoder side. In implicit mode, the parameters are not transmitted but computed at both the encoder and decoder side, usually as a function of the temporal distance between current frame and each reference. Finally, when performing ME, the transformed references are used instead of the original ones.
In the emerging HEVC standard [10] , a filter is considered that also makes use of frame transformation, called sample adaptive offset (SAO) [11] . The goal of the SAO is to reduce the distortion between the current original and reconstructed frames (i.e., after dequantization and deblocking filter), and as such it is not part of the inter-prediction (it is applied to intra frames as well) and does not modify the references used for ME. In fact, SAO only impacts the final peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) of the current frame with no effects on the prediction. The SAO parameters are calculated using information available after the current frame is encoded, and then encoded in the bitstream. In particular, the encoder classifies the reconstructed frame pixels in different categories (according to specific rules) and thus extracts an offset from a look-up table in a per-frame basis for each category. At the decoder side, the relevant offset is applied to all the pixels in a frame in the same category.
These techniques aim at improving compression via transformations that operate at a frame level, either acting on the reference (as the WP or global ME) or on the reconstructed frame (as the SAO). In this paper we instead investigate transformations that act locally, at a prediction level. The proposed approach is based on an additional module [called enhanced inter-predictor (EIP)] operating within ME in the macroblock (MB) encoding loop. The EIP consists of a parametric transformation acting on each prediction candidate for any tested MV; as the transformation directly changes the pixels in the current candidate, its associated prediction cost is also different. Eventually, the aim of the modified encoder with EIP is to find on-the-fly the optimal set comprising both transformation parameters and optimal MV that concurrently minimize the overall prediction cost. A simplified diagram of the modified encoder is shown in Fig. 1 . While the SAO operates before storing the pictures in the buffer and displaying as in point (a), and techniques such as global ME or explicit WP operate outside the MB encoding loop as in point (b), the EIP acts directly inside the loop among predictions during ME. At the encoder side, the EIP computes the optimal parameters for each MV candidate, and the encoder selects the best enhanced prediction. The optimal EIP parameters required to obtain the enhanced prediction are then transmitted in the bitstream along with the MV components, and finally decoded to compute such prediction at the decoder side.
While this concept is theoretically feasible using any transformation, the EIP is only effective if its parameters require little computational complexity and a small amount of bits for transmission. A successful instantiation of the method is therefore detailed in this paper using a simple transformation, which we refer to as ST. As a proof of concept, the approach is implemented in the H.264/AVC standard using JM software [9] , but it could be integrated in any codec following the differential pulse code modulation/discrete cosine transform (DPCM/DCT) model.
III. EIP Using Parametric Transformations
Conventional block-matching ME algorithms imply the testing of a succession of prediction candidates. The sequence and number of candidates vary depending on the ME algorithm used. The optimal MV is selected corresponding to the best candidate in terms of a specific error metric or cost [e.g., the sum of absolute differences (SAD)]. Formally, given a target block T, the encoder outputs the prediction P 0 such that cost(P 0 , T) is minimum among the considered candidates P. Consider now a transformation acting on a candidate P as in
Consider also an array of values (x 1 , x 2 , . . . ) 1 such that the EIP 1 , computed using (1) on a candidate P 1 , is cost (EIP 1 , T) ≤ cost (P 0 , T). The decoder can use EIP 1 instead of P 0 to produce smaller residuals, given that it is provided with the array (x 1 , x 2 , . . . ) 1 . If the rate required to encode the array is compensated by sufficient gains due to the smaller residuals, the encoder achieves lower bit-rates at better reconstruction qualities. As already mentioned, the approach was developed here using the simple transformation ST defined by a single additive parameter acting on a prediction candidate as in
While the idea of an additive offset is not new in video coding, the EIP concept and impact differ greatly from previous techniques. Methods such as SAO or WP act externally to the MB coding loop. In the case of WP, parameters are computed prior to encoding a frame based on global features of the current and reference frames; once these parameters are selected according to the mode and method being used, and after the references are correspondingly transformed, such references are used for ME throughout the whole frame. The EIP operates instead within the MB coding loop on each interprediction candidate, and as such, it has a very different impact on inter-prediction. The computation of the optimal shift s is performed on-the-fly (at the same time as the optimal MV) depending only on the current block and candidate prediction. As such, the ST parameter can also be optimized to tradeoff between rate and distortion similarly to the selection of the best MV among the successively tested candidates. Finally, the amount of side information transmitted is largely different, as in the EIP with ST, one shift has to be transmitted for each transmitted MV. This allows the approach to work in a wider range of conditions, consistently providing enhancements on a frame-by-frame basis even for long sequences. In this paper, we propose an efficient technique to compute the ST parameter on-the-fly for a given prediction candidate, and present a novel framework to embed the EIP in typical temporal prediction schemes supported by rate-distortion (RD) optimization. The EIP using ST can be implemented and optimized to significantly improve inter-prediction in a large variety of cases bringing significant gains to the coding performance, as shown in the following sections.
IV. Optimal Shift Calculation
The derivation of a method to compute the optimal ST parameter and associated distortion are shown here. The calculation is derived using the SAD distortion measure, as used by default in many typical encoders. The method outputs, in a single step, the optimal shift and corresponding SAD offset for that shift.
Consider the difference block between a prediction and the current target block, and arrange its values in a vector By iterating and generalizing this idea, we see that if Condition 1 is initially met, we can successfully decrease the SAD using a shift as large as
where n max is the maximum integer number n such that
The corresponding SAD offset as a result of the ST is
Using (3)- (5), we can compute an optimal positive shift; in this case, Condition 1 is satisfied, with its corresponding SAD offset, in a single step from a given prediction and target blocks. The same method can be derived for a negative shift, with similar equations.
While most typical encoders make use of the SAD error metric, a very simple solution can be found for the optimal shift if the sum of squared differences error metric is used instead. Using the aforementioned definitions where, in particular, p(i), t(i) are the elements in prediction and target block, respectively, it can be proved that the optimal shift is
V. Framework Implementation in the H.264/AVC The EIP with ST is implemented in the H.264/AVC standard using the JM reference software 18.2 [9] in the case of the SAD error metric. Intra or skipped blocks are left unchanged. H.264/AVC inter-prediction allows the 16 × 16 inter MB to be partitioned in smaller prediction blocks. The optimal shift is computed for each MV candidate [using (3) and (4) or their negative equivalents] in each prediction block; for instance, two shifts are computed for the 16 × 8 mode for the top and bottom blocks, respectively. While in the current implementation, only the luma component is considered in the EIP; the approach could be extended to the chroma components using prediction of the chroma shifts from luma shifts (similarly to the way the chroma MV are predicted from luma MV).
First, some tests were performed without considering RD or the cost of transmission for the shifts in order to analyze the shift values distribution. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the optimal shifts (i.e., the optimal shifts encoded in the bitstream) for the first eight frames of the Foreman sequence. The distribution in the figure is clearly centered in zero with a low deviation: even without considering RD cost, still 13.7% of the optimal predictions are found to have a shift equal to zero. Also, large shifts are, in general, very rare with the vast majority (92.8%) being in the range −20 ≤ s ≤ 20 (even if one shift is found as high as −125). Similar results were obtained in all tests, with other sequences and quantization parameter (QP).
In the light of these results, the encoder was modified to output the optimal pair of MV and shift (MV, s) in an RD sense. In particular, each time a shift s i = 0 is found for a candidate MV i , the enhanced SAD [found using (5) ] is used to compute the current RD cost as in
The encoder keeps track of the best enhanced solution in the form of the pair (MV i1 , s i1 ) that minimizes this cost. Following again from the distribution in Fig. 2 , it is obvious that the standard nonenhanced solution (i.e., with zero shift) has a relatively high probability of being selected; therefore, the nonenhanced SAD is always computed for each candidate. In particular, the encoder keeps track of the best nonenhanced solution for the current block in the form of the pair (MV i2 , 0) that minimizes the cost computed again using (7) . Note that the transmission cost of the zero valued shift is considered in this case.
After all the MV candidates are tested for a given prediction block, the algorithm compares the enhanced and nonenhanced solutions. While other techniques could be used for this comparison (for instance, the actual number of bits needed for encoding could be used), in this paper, the solution with minimum cost J i1 or J i2 is selected.
Following again from the histogram in Fig. 2 , we assumed for the shift values a similar distribution as the MV difference (MVD) between MV and MV prediction (MVD values are in fact also centered in zero with a low variance). For this reason, the ST parameter is encoded in the modified encoder using the same variable-length coding (VLC) tables used for the MVD [3] . These require few bits for small values and progressively more bits for higher, less probable values. For the same reasons, the same Lagrangian multiplier λ used in the JM reference software for computing the MV cost is used to compute the shift cost [i.e., λ S = λ MV in (7)]. Also, the shift parameter is limited to the range −20 < s < 20, and it is encoded in the bitstream immediately after the MVD components. In this paper, no prediction of the ST parameter is considered among blocks in the same frame.
As the bitstream is modified to accommodate the additional EIP parameters, a suitable decoder needs to be implemented accordingly. While the computation of the shift does add some complexity to the modified encoder (which is anyway limited by the efficiency of the algorithm in Section IV), the alterations to the decoder produce almost no impact on the decoder complexity. In particular, an average 0.7% increase in decoding runtime was obtained testing the approach against conventional H.264/AVC.
It is important to note that the EIP drastically changes the outcome of the inter-frame prediction at all levels. As it changes the prediction cost, the EIP affects the choice of MV for all predictions, and ultimately may change the MB type chosen by the encoder.
VI. Results
The approach was tested on several popular sequences at different resolutions. In all cases, the full length of the sequences is used (e.g., 300 frames are tested for sequences at 30 Hz). The coding configuration used is IPPP with one reference frame, and the entropy coding used is the contextadaptive VLC. Four QPs are used: 22, 27, 32, and 37. Selected results are shown in Fig. 3 . Full results are shown in Table I compared with WP in explicit mode (which we refer to as WP, in the remainder of this section). These are presented in terms of the Bjøntegaard delta (BD) bit-rate (i.e., the average bit-rate difference relative to an anchor, in percentage) [12] , where the original JM encoder without the use of WP is used as anchor for all tests. The method used to compute the WP parameters is least mean squares with chroma support disabled and weighted references used for ME in the encoder configuration.
The proposed approach outperforms the original JM in all sequences but Mobile at 7.5 Hz, where it increases the bit-rate by an average of 0.6%. For most sequences, the gain achieved is between 4% and 6% in terms of BD-rate, generally distributed toward high reductions in the bit-rate and unaffected reconstruction PSNRs, but considerable gains in PSNR were obtained in some cases (as shown in Fig. 3 ). Some sequences result in lower gains (2.3% gains for Party Scene and 0.3% for Mobile 30 Hz). For two sequences, Crew and Waterfall, the approach shows a significantly large gain (up to 19% for Crew and 11% for Waterfall).
On the other hand, the WP is mostly ineffective on these sequences providing unchanged or slightly worse results on almost all tests. To clarify these results, we analyzed some frame-by-frame examples, particularly those where the EIP produced very high gains. In the Crew sequence at 30 Hz, the WP outputs good results on some of the first frames, with up to 35% bit-rate reductions and some gains in PSNR. When tested on the first four frames of the sequence, the WP produces a 7.6% BD-rate gain against conventional H.264/AVC, better than the EIP with ST (4.5% gain). However, when tested on a large sequence of frames, WP outputs generally unaffected rates at lower reconstruction qualities, resulting in extremely low BD-rate gains; in some cases, WP even deteriorates the encoder performances. A frame-by-frame comparison between H.264/AVC with WP and ST is shown in Fig. 4 in terms of the number of bits difference with the original H.264/AVC. The negative peaks at frames 2, 6, and 20 correspond to flashes in the sequence where the proposed approach is more effective, but note that the proposed approach provides consistent gains throughout the whole sequence. On the other hand, only 0.1% BD-rate gain is obtained with WP for that sequence. The EIP has also been tested on top of the WP on some sequences. While this paper does not present extensive tests in these conditions, the modified encoder shows very similar results and performance as these are obtained using EIP on top of non-WP. Finally, the structural similarity index [13] shows that the approach does not change the visual quality of the reconstructed video with respect to conventional H.264/AVC; for instance, average values obtained for the Crew sequence are 0.96 at QP = 22 and 0.78 at QP = 37, which are identical to those obtained using the standard encoder.
VII. Conclusion
We proposed an EIP via on-the-fly parametric transformation of ME candidates. The approach was validated in the particular case of ST. We showed an efficient technique to compute the ST parameter and distortion in a single step. The framework is fully integrated in H.264/AVC in the context of RD optimization. Results showed significant improvements with BD-rate gains in average of 6% and up to 19%. The approach can be used in any codec that uses MC prediction, which includes most video coding standards. The EIP can be further improved by exploiting the parameters correlation among neighboring blocks, by investigating specific entropy coders designed to encode the parameters and by exploring other parametric transformations.
